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Abstract

I consider a model of Bayesian persuasion with observational learning.
A sender designs an experiment to encourage adoption of a new prod-
uct, which may be either good or bad. The experiment and its outcome
are viewed by an opinion leader, who chooses whether or not to adopt
the sender’s product. If the opinion leader choose to adopt, the exper-
iment and its outcome are next viewed by an audience who also makes
an adopt/reject decision. Both opinion leader and audience strictly prefer
to adopt the product when it is good, and reject it when it is bad. The
cost of adoption is heterogeneous for each individual, and each individ-
ual’s adoption cost is their own private information. The sender’s goal is
to maximize the probability of audience adoption. In a binary setting, I
show that audience welfare can be identified with the informativeness of
the equilibrium signal. I prove that the audience weakly prefers the opin-
ion leader to be present in a variety of settings. I find that while collusion
between the firm and opinion leader can hurt audience welfare, it still can-
not cause the opinion leader’s presence to harm the audience. Notably, for
some distributions of preferences, the audience may be made better off if
the opinion leader shares her private information with the sender. I pro-
vide further analysis of audience welfare across regimes, show that these
results are robust to non-common prior beliefs, and consider an extension
to a more general state space.

1 Introduction
In persuading individuals to adopt new innovations, carefully-designed tests of-
ten provide key evidence. A doctor deciding whether to prescribe a new drug
may consult manufacturer-sponsored trials comparing it to standard treatment
options. An environmental group deciding whether to endorse a political incum-
bent or a challenger may refer to candidate-commissioned studies comparing the
effects of their policies on the climate. A game developer may release a trial
demo to convince consumers to pre-order a full game. In each of these cases, per-
suasion can have second-order effects. A doctor switching to a new prescription
might encourage colleagues to follow suit. A group’s support of a candidate
is only valuable insofar as it convinces its audience to vote for him. And a
streamer playing a game may convince her followers to try the demo.
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This paper examines the impact of these observational learning dynamics on
the design of the optimal test. A central example is in the field of pharmaceuti-
cal marketing, where the tests being studied are manufacturer-sponsored drug
trials. It is well known both by physicians and marketers that most doctors
learn about new prescriptions not based on their own reading, but rather by
observing the prescription habits of others. Firms may conduct extensive trials
to show that their products are better than their competitors, but they also face
the challenge of making doctors aware of them. To address this, firms spend
resources to identify and influence “key opinion leaders” in physician networks.
Efforts to identify influential doctors from network and prescription data have
been published in the marketing literature (e.g. Nair, Manchanda, and Bhatia
(2010), Iyengar, van den Bulte, and Valente (2011)). Such “opinion leaders”
are usually well-respected physicians, and many are research-active. Firms may
hire opinion leaders to give talks on the company’s behalf, using pre-prepared
slides (Moynihan 2008). Additionally, firms may hire opinion leaders to consult
on their clinical trials (Moynihan 2008). The prominence of opinion leaders in
pharmaceutical marketing is a relatively new phenomenon. One analysis finds
that ‘the number of articles in the industry journal Pharmaceutical Executive
that mention “opinion leader” roughly tripled between 2000 and 2010” (Sismondo
2013). By 2010, as the Chronicle of Higher Education puts it, “it is an article
of faith among pharmaceutical executives that KOL’s [key opinion leaders] are
a critical part of any marketing plan (Chronicle 2010).

Growing relationships between firms and opinion leaders have sparked some
controversy in the medical community. One advocacy group known as No Free
Lunch asks doctors to pledge not to accept gifts or payments from pharmaceu-
tical firms. A paper published in the Journal of Law, Medicine, and Ethics,
alleges that “partly due to the use of KOLs, a small number of companies with
well-defined and narrow interests have inordinate influence over how medical
knowledge is produced, circulated, and consumed” (Sismondo 2013). My paper
aims to shed some light on these claims from an information design perspective.

I extend the Bayesian persuasion framework of Kamenica and Gentzkow
(2011) to include three agents: a sender, an opinion leader, and an audience.
The sender wants to maximize the probability that the audience adopts his
product. To do so, he designs an experiment to test his product’s quality. The
experiment and its results are viewed by an opinion leader. If this persuades the
opinion leader to adopt the sender’s product, then the audience is made aware of
the experiment and its results, and makes their own adoption decision. Opinion
leader and audience preferences are each characterized by an “adoption cost”
zOL, zAu P p0, 1q. The adoption costs zOL, zAu serve as the types of the opinion
leader and audience, and the sender ex ante knows only their distributions
fOL, fAu. Agent i’s type zi P p0, 1q denotes the posterior belief the agent needs
to reach before being willing to adopt. I show that the sender’s optimal signal
needs at most two outcomes, and the sender’s optimal binary signal π˚ will
“target” at most one non-zero posterior s˚ P SupppfOLq Y SupppfAuq. I also
show that the higher s˚ is, the more informative π˚ is, in the Blackwell sense.
Using this, I prove that the sender’s equilibrium signal is always weakly more
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informative (and therefore the audience is better off) when the opinion leader
is present, compared to a benchmark where the sender communicates with the
audience directly.

I also allow for collusion between the sender and opinion leader in two differ-
ent forms. Under information sharing, when the firm learns the opinion leader’s
type, as well as under cooperation, when the opinion leader adopts regardless of
the sender’s information, I show that the audience still weakly prefers the opin-
ion leader to be present. In fact, under the cooperation regime, the outcome is
exactly the same for the audience as in the benchmark where the opinion leader
is not present. Given the opinion leader’s presence, the audience prefers the
opinion leader not to cooperate with the sender. However, it is possible for in-
formation sharing between the opinion leader and sender to make the audience
either better or worse off. Notably, transparency has no effect on audience wel-
fare under any regime. I show that all of these results still hold when the opinion
leader and audience are allowed to have heterogeneous prior beliefs. This result
that the presence of an opinion leader makes the audience weakly better off is
interesting, given that other methods of reducing the sender’s choice set have
ambiguous effects on audience welfare. Kolotilin (2018) provides an example
of a receiver who is better off in expectation if she has access to less informa-
tion before seeing the sender’s signal. I also consider an alternate model with a
general finite state space, where audience and opinion leader preferences are no
longer private information. I show that the opinion leader’s presence will make
the audience better off only if the binary signal that maximizes opinion leader
adoption is also incentive-compatible for the audience. Otherwise the audience
is indifferent regarding the opinion leader’s presence.

This paper is structured as follows. The remainder of this section reviews
related literature. Section 2 describes the model. Section 3 presents the main
results. Section 4 considers an alternate model with a general finite state space,
where opinion leader and audience preferences are known by the sender. Section
5 discusses the results, and Section 6 concludes.

Related Literature - This paper is one of many to study Bayesian persuasion
since the seminal work of Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011). Wang (2013) studies
persuasion with multiple receivers, as do Alonso and Camara (2016), and Arieli
and Babichenko (2019). Their papers are concerned with persuading a majority
of voters, whereas in mine the sender must unanimously convince both parties.
Additionally, in my model the sender faces uncertainty over the preferences of
the audience and the opinion leader. With a different form of information trans-
mission, Ambrus, Azevedo, and Kamada (2013) investigate how the equilibria
of a cheap talk game change when the sender’s message can only reach the re-
ceiver via a chain of intermediaries. The observational learning structure of my
model is also reminiscent of the herding models dating back to Bikhchandani,
Hirshleifer, and Welch (1992) and Banerjee (1992).
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2 Model
State Space - The state of the world is a random variable ω distributed over
t0, 1u with Prpω “ 1q “ µ P p0, 1q.
Players - There are three players: a sender (he), an opinion leader (she), and
an audience (they).
Types - The opinion leader and audience each possess a private type zOL and
zAu respectively, which are distributed over p0, 1q according to a pair of prob-
ability mass functions fOL, fAu with finite support, which are independent of
each other as well as the state. Each party’s type is its own private information.
Beliefs - It is common knowledge ex ante that Prpω “ 1q “ µ P p0, 1q, and
that PrpzOL “ zq “ fOLpzq and PrpzAu “ zq “ fAupzq for all z P p0, 1q.
Signals - A signal π “ pS, π0, π1q consists of an outcome space S and two
probability distributions π0, π1 over S. The outcome s of π is a random variable
distributed over S according to π0 when the state of the world is 0, and according
to π1 when the state of the world is 1. I will refer to the universal set of signals
as Π.
Timing - At the beginning of the game, ω, zOL, and zAu are realized. Next,
the sender commits to a choice of signal π P Π, and the outcome of π is realized.
Next, the opinion leader observes the sender’s choice of π and its outcome,
and chooses an action aOL P tAdopt,Rejectu. If the opinion leader chooses to
reject, the game ends. If the opinion leader chooses to adopt, the audience is
next made aware of the sender’s choice of π and its realization, then chooses
aAu P tAdopt,Rejectu, after which the game ends.
Payoffs - All agents are expected utility maximizers. The sender’s payoff
uspaAuq “ 1taAu“Adoptu is determined solely by the audience’s decision. The
payoffs of opinion leader and audience, uOLpaOL, ωq and uAupaAu, ωq, are given
as follows. For i P tOL,Auu,

uipReject, 0q “ 0, uipReject, 1q “ 0,

uipAdopt, 0q “ ´zi uipAdopt, 1q “ 1´ zi

Note that with two states and two actions, any preferences for which a decision-
maker (i) strictly prefers to adopt in the good state, and (ii) strictly prefers to
reject in the bad state, can be normalized to this form.1 A useful feature of this
normalization is that agent i is indifferent between adopting and rejecting when
Prpω “ 1|π, sq “ zi, for i P tOL,Auu.
Equilibrium - I am interested in sender-preferred subgame perfect equilibrium,
which requires that all agents act to maximize their expected utility given the
strategies of others, and furthermore that the opinion leader and audience take
the sender’s preferred action when they are indifferent between their two actions.

1Consider an agent with arbitrary preferences upReject, 0q “ x, upAdopt, 0q “

y, upReject, 1q “ z, upAdopt, 1q “ w. The agent will adopt if µ1w`p1´µ1qy ě µ1z`p1´µ1qx,
where µ1 is the agent’s belief that the state is 1. Then the agent will adopt if µ1 ě x´y

x´y`w´z
.

It is easily confirmed that these preferences are also represented by the utility function
upReject, 0q “ 0, upAdopt, 0q “ ´ x´y

x´y`w´z
, upReject, 1q “ 0, upAdopt, 1q “ 1´ x´y

x´y`w´z
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This fixes the equilibrium strategies of the opinion leader and audience: adopt
whenever the expected value of adopting is non-negative, and otherwise reject.
In the next subsection I will examine the optimal strategy for the sender.

OL

Audience

»

–

us
uOL

uAu

fi

fl “

»

–

1
ω ´ zOL

ω ´ zAu

fi

fl

Adopt

»

–

us
uOL

uAu

fi

fl “

»

–

0
ω ´ zOL

0

fi

fl

Reject

Adopt

»

–

us
uOL

uAu

fi

fl “

»

–

0
0
0

fi

fl

Reject

2.1 The Sender’s Problem
For any signal π “ pS, π0, π1q, we can without loss of generality relabel the
elements s of S according to the posterior belief they induce, so that s “ Prpω “

1|s, πq “ µπ1psq
µπ1psq`p1´µqπ0psq

. Under this relabeling, when outcome s is realized,
agent i is willing to adopt if zi ď s, for i P tOL,Auu. With a slight abuse
of notation, let πpsq “ µπ1psq ` p1 ´ µqπ0psq be the ex ante probability of
inducing the posterior s. As Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011) show, the sender
can choose his signal to induce a distribution of posteriors if and only if the
distribution’s mean is equal to the prior, i.e.

ř

sPSpµπ1psq` p1´µqπ0psqqs “ µ.
This constraint will serve as our “Bayesian budget constraint” as in Kolotilin
(2018). The sender’s objective is to maximize the probability that both the
opinion leader and audience choose to adopt. Let FOL and FAu respectively be
the cumulative density functions of fOL and fAu. The sender’s problem is thus

max
π

ż

sPr0,1s

πpsqFOLpsqFAupsq

such that
ż

sPr0,1s

sπpsq “ µ.

We can replace the integrals here with summations based on the following obser-
vation. If some outcome s1 R t0u Y SupppfAuq Y SupppfOLq were realized with
positive probability, the sender could increase his expected payoff by replacing
s1 with s2 “ argmax ts P tt0uYSupppfAuqYSupppfOLqu : s ă s1u. This mod-
ified outcome s2 would persuade the same individuals as s1 would, and could be
sent with higher probability without violating Bayes-plausibility. This weakly
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benefits the sender. Thus an optimal signal need not induce any posterior belief
from outside t0u Y SupppfAuq Y SupppfOLq. We can then rewrite the sender’s
problem as

max
pπ0,π1q

ÿ

sPt0uYSupppfAuqYSupppfOLq

πpsqFOLpsqFAupsq

such that
ÿ

sPt0uYSupppfAuqYSupppfOLq

sπpsq “ µ

The sender’s objective function and constraint are both linear in pπpsqqs. The
sender’s choice set is r0, 1s|t0uYSupppf

Au
qYSupppfOLq| which is compact. Since the

opinion leader and audience will both take the sender’s preferred action when
indifferent, the sender’s utility is upper-semicontinuous in π. This ensures that
a solution to the sender’s problem exists, and therefore that an equilibrium
exists as well. The linearity of the objective function and constraint also yield
the following useful proposition, which extends an observation from Kolotilin
(2018) to our setting.

Proposition 2.1 There exists an optimal signal for the sender which has at
most two outcomes.

Proof Consider the sender’s problem as a problem of consumer choice. The
sender has a budget of µ, and can spend it to purchase a bundle of posterior
beliefs pπpsqqs. The cost of purchasing a marginal unit of posterior s is a constant
s, from the constraint function. The benefit of purchasing a marginal unit
of posterior s is a constant FOLpsqFAupsq, from the objective function. Just
as a consumer’s problem with constant costs and benefits has a solution in
which the consumer spends his entire budget on just one good, the sender’s
problem also has a solution where he only “purchases” one non-zero posterior
belief. Specifically the only non-zero posterior belief that sender will induce with
positive probability is s˚ “argmaxsPSupppfAuqYSupppfOLq

FOLpsqFAupsq
s .

With this in mind, for the remainder of this paper I will restrict the sender’s
attention to binary signals when he chooses π. Here I am using the term “binary
signal” to refer to signals with at most two outcomes, so that the signal with
only one realization (i.e. S “ tµu) also counts as a binary signal. An optimal
binary signal π˚ can be identified with the non-zero posterior s˚ it induces,
which I will also refer to as the posterior “targeted” by π˚. Given s˚, π˚ must
satisfy π˚ps˚q “ µ

s˚ , π
˚p0q “ 1´ µ

s˚ . In terms of conditional probabilities, this
requires that π1ps˚q “ 1, π1p0q “ 0, π0ps˚q “

µp1´s˚q
s˚p1´µq , and π0p0q “ 1´ µp1´s˚q

s˚p1´µq .

2.2 Benchmark
In what follows I will compare the audience’s welfare to their welfare when the
opinion leader is not present, and the sender can show the audience his signal and
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its outcome directly. In this benchmark case, the sender’s problem is to maxi-
mize

ř

sPt0uYSupppfAuq πpsqF
Aupsq subject to the constraint

ř

sPSupppfAuq sπpsq “
µ. As before, the sender’s problem has a linear objective function and linear
constraint and so he has an optimal binary signal π̂, which targets the posterior
ŝ “argmaxsPSupppfAuq

FAupsq
s .

2.3 Collusion
I model collusion in this model in two different ways. Under information
sharing, the sender is made aware of the type zOL of the opinion leader. In
this case the sender has an optimal binary signal which targets the posterior
s˚ “argmaxsPSupppfOLq

fAu

s 1tsězOLu. Under cooperation, the opinion leader al-
ways adopts regardless of the sender’s signal or its outcome. In this case, the
sender’s problem is identical to his problem in the benchmark where the audi-
ence is always made aware of his signal. Thus the sender’s optimal signal under
cooperation is the same as his optimal signal in the benchmark, π̂.

3 Analysis
For any two posteriors s ă s1 P p0, 1q, the binary signal that targets s is a
garbling of the binary signal that targets s1.2 As a result, the welfare of the
opinion leader and audience is weakly increasing in the posterior s targeted by
the sender’s choice of π.

Proposition 3.1 The audience weakly prefers the OL to be present for any
fOL, fAu, µ.

Proof When the opinion leader is present, the sender’s signal will target the
posterior s˚ which maximizes F

OL
psqFAupsq
s . In the benchmark where the opinion

leader is not present, the sender targets the posterior ŝ which maximizes F
Au
psq
s .

Assume towards a contradiction that s˚ ă ŝ. Since ŝ maximizes FAupsq
s , it must

be true that FOLps˚q ą FOLpŝq. But FOL is a CDF, so this is impossible.
Thus it must be true that s˚ ě ŝ, so audience welfare is weakly improved by
the opinion leader’s presence.

In the remainder this section I extend the environment to consider potential
collusion between the firm and the opinion leader. I model such collusion in
two ways. Under information sharing, I assume the firm can learn the opinion
leader’s private type. Under cooperation, the opinion leader will choose to always
adopt, regardless of the sender’s trial or its result. I first show that while
information-sharing may make the audience worse off, the audience still weakly
prefers the opinion leader to be present. I then show that even under cooperation
the audience weakly prefers the opinion leader to be present.

2Specifically, a garbling that truthfully reports any realizations of s1, but misreports some
realizations of 0 as realizations of s1, when applied to the binary signal that targets posterior
s1, yields a signal equivalent to the binary signal that targets posterior s.
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3.1 Information Sharing
Under information sharing, the sender is made aware of the opinion leader’s
type zOL before making his choice of π. Thus the sender’s problem is the same
as if the opinion leader’s type were deterministically zOL. The signal that the
sender chooses as a result, by Proposition 3.1, will be no less informative than
the signal that the audience would view in the benchmark without the opinion
leader. Thus we have the following proposition.

Proposition 3.2 The audience weakly prefers the opinion leader to be present
under information sharing for any fOL, fAu, µ.

The following example shows how information sharing can hurt audience welfare
(compared to the regime where the opinion leader is present but there is no
information sharing). Without information sharing, the sender’s optimal signal
will target posterior s˚ “ .6 with probability 1. With information sharing, the
sender’s optimal signal will target posterior s˚ “ .6 when zOL “ .6 and s˚ “ .55
when zOL “ .4. This results in the audience being less informed in expectation
under information sharing.

Example 1 Suppose that fOLp.4q “ .5 “ fOLp.6q and fAup.45q “ .5 “

fAup.55q. When the sender does not know the opinion leader’s type, his optimal
binary signal targets the posterior s˚ “argmaxsPt.4,.45,.55,.6u

FOLpsqFAupsq
s “ .6).

When the sender can learn the opinion leader’s type, if zOL “ .6 the sender’s
signal will target s˚ “argmaxsPt.4,.45,.55,.6u

FAupsq
s 1tsě.6u “ .6 once more, but if

zOL “ .4, the sender will instead target the posterior
s˚ “argmaxsPt.4,.45,.55,.6u

FAupsq
s 1tsě.4u “ .55. Thus the audience’s ex ante ex-

pected utility is strictly higher when the sender cannot learn the opinion leader’s
type.

In contrast, the next example shows that information sharing can increase audi-
ence welfare in expectation. Without information sharing, the sender’s optimal
signal will target the posterior s˚ “ .55 with probability 1. With information
sharing, the sender’s optimal signal will target the posterior s˚ “ .55 when
zOL “ .1 and will target the posterior s˚ “ .9 when zOL “ .9. In this case, the
audience is more informed in expectation under information sharing.

Example 2 Now suppose that fOLp.9q “ .1, fOLp.1q “ .9, and fAup.45q “ .5 “
fAup.55q. When the sender does not know the opinion leader’s type, his optimal
binary signal targets the posterior s˚ “argmaxsPt.1,.45,.55,.9u

FOLpsqFAupsq
s “ .55.

When the sender can learn the opinion leader’s type, if zOL “ .1 the sender’s
signal will be target s˚ “argmaxsPt.1,.45,.55,.9u

FAupsq
s 1tsě.1u “ .55, but if zOL “

.9, the sender’s signal will target posterior s˚ “argmaxsPt.1,.45,.55,.9u
FAupsq

s 1tsě.9u “

.9. Thus the audience’s ex ante expected utility is strictly higher when the sender
can learn the opinion leader’s type.
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3.2 Cooperation
Another way to model collusion is to assume the sender can compensate the
opinion leader for choosing to adopt his product. In this case, if the opinion
leader is willing to always adopt the sender’s product, the audience will always
be made aware of the sender’s signal and its outcome. The sender’s problem is
then the same as it is in the benchmark where there is no opinion leader and the
audience always sees the sender’s signal and its outcome. The optimal signal for
the sender to choose in this case is his benchmark optimum π̂, so the audience
sees the same information as they are would the opinion leader present. This
logic yields the following proposition.

Proposition 3.3 Under cooperation, the audience is unaffected between the
opinion leader’s presence for any fOL, fAu, µ.

Since the audience always receives at least their benchmark utility when the
opinion leader is present and there is no collusion, this result also implies that
the audience is made weakly worse off by cooperation.

Corollary 3.4 The audience is made weakly worse off by cooperation for any
fOL, fAu, µ.

This is in contrast to information sharing, under which the analogous corol-
lary does not hold.

3.3 Summary of Audience Welfare Results
Define regimes R,RB , RIS , RC as follows:

• R: Base model with opinion leader present, and no collusion.

• RB : Benchmark model where opinion leader is not present, and sender
communicates with audience directly.

• RIS : Model with opinion leader present, and information sharing between
opinion leader and sender.

• RC : Model with opinion leader present, and cooperation between opinion
leader and sender (opinion leader always adopts).

Define the relation ěAu between two regimes R and R1 such that R ěAu R1 if
for all fOL, fAu, µ, the audience’s expected utility is weakly higher under regime
R than under regime R1 . Then we can summarize the results of this section in
the following theorem.

Theorem 3.5 (i) R ěAu RB, (ii) RIS ěAu RB, (iii) RC “ RB,3 (iv) R ğAu
RIS, and (v) RIS ğAu R.

3i.e. RC ěAu R
B and RB ěAu R

C
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3.4 Transparency
In this model, the only information that is payoff-relevant to the audience is the
design of the sender’s signal and its outcome. Learning whether or not there
is collusion between the opinion leader and audience, in either form, would not
have any effect on the audience’s optimal decision. This is an interesting ob-
servation, because the most prominent regulatory efforts affecting relationships
between firms and opinion leaders have sought to increase transparency. For
example, the 2010 Physician Payment Sunshine Act requires pharmaceutical
firms to disclose any financial relationships they have with physicians totalling
over $100. This observation that transparency has no effect is in line with Sis-
mondo (2013)’s argument that “transparency, while it is ethically desirable and
provides useful data for analysis, is of limited immediate value in changing the
situation.” It may be interesting to see if the same result holds in a model
where the opinion leader and audience have heterogeneous information, instead
of heterogeneous preferences.

4 Alternate Model with General Finite State Spaces
and Deterministic Preferences

Here I will characterize the sender’s optimal signal for a general finite state
space, when the audience and opinion leader’s types are deterministic. For the
remainder of this section assume that the state of the world is ω P tω1, ..., ωnu for
some finite integer n ě 2, with prior pµjqωj P p0, 1qn. Normalize opinion leader
and audience payoffs so that uipAdopt, ωq “ uiω, and uipReject, ωq “ 0 for all
ω P tω1, ..., ωnu, i P tOL,Auu. I also impose the assumption that

ř

j µju
i
j ă 0

for all i P tOL,Auu, which requires that neither the opinion leader nor the
audience is willing to adopt without seeing some positive information. The
sender again receives payoff 1 if the audience adopts and payoff 0 otherwise. As
before, we can restrict the sender’s attention to binary signals, using a different
argument.

Proposition 4.1 There exists an optimal signal for the sender which has at
most two outcomes.

Proof Take any signal π P Π. For each possible realization s of π, there are
three possible cases. Either (i) both the OL and audience adopt when they
see s, or (ii) the OL adopts but not the audience when they see s, or (iii) the
OL does not adopt when she sees s (and therefore the audience does not get a
chance to see it). If the sender relabeled every outcome by which of the three
cases it fell into, the resulting signal π̃ would have three outcomes, and would
be outcome-equivalent to π. If the sender furthermore pools outcomes (ii) and
(iii), the resulting signal π1 has only two outcomes and gives the sender the same
payoff as the original signal π. Since we can find a binary outcome signal which
gives the sender the same payoff as π for arbitrary π, we can restrict the sender’s
attention to binary signals; assume the two outcomes are labeled sAdopt, sReject.
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Then the sender’s choice space is the probability with which to send the positive
signal in each state, pπω1psAdoptq, ..., πωnpsAdoptqq P r0, 1s

n, which is compact.
Since we still are focusing on sender-preferred equilibria, the sender’s payoff is
still upper-semicontinuous in π. Thus an optimal binary signal exists.

We can characterize binary signals in this setting according to how often
they recommend adoption in each state. Write pj “ πωj psAdoptq. The incen-
tive constraint for the audience to be willing to adopt after seeing sAdopt is
řn
j“1 µjpju

Au
j ě 0, and the incentive constraint for the opinion leader to be

willing to adopt is
řn
j“1 µjpju

OL
j ě 0. Any binary signal which satisfies these

two constraints is incentive compatible. We can further restrict the sender’s at-
tention to binary signals which are incentive compatible. The sender’s problem
is thus

max
tpjunj“1

n
ÿ

j“1

pjµj

subject to the incentive compatibility constraints

n
ÿ

j“1

µjpju
OL
j ě 0

and
n
ÿ

j“1

µjpju
Au
j ě 0

We have a linear objective function, linear constraints, and a compact choice
set. The Lagrangian for this optimization problem is

L “
n
ÿ

j“1

pjµj ` λ1p
n
ÿ

j“1

µjpju
OL
j q

`λ2p
n
ÿ

j“1

µjpju
Au
j q `

n
ÿ

j“1

νjpj `
ÿ

ω

ηjp1´ pjq,

with λ1, λ2, νj , ηj ě 0 for all ω.
Taking the derivative with respect to pj , we get the following FOCs:

µjp1` λ1u
OL
j ` λ2u

Au
j q ` νj ´ ηj “ 0 @j P t1, ..., nu

We also have the complementary slackness conditions

λ1p
n
ÿ

j“1

µjpju
OL
j q “ 0, λ2p

n
ÿ

j“1

µjpju
Au
j q “ 0,

νjpj “ 0, ηjpj “ 0 @ω
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as well as our original constraints

n
ÿ

j“1

µjpju
OL
j ě 0,

n
ÿ

j“1

µjpju
Au
j ě 0

λ1, λ2, νj , ηj , pj , p1´ pjq ě 0 @ω

In each state ωj , the sender will recommend adoption with probability 1 if
1 ` λ1u

OL
j ` λ2u

Au
j ą 0, and recommend rejection with probability 1 if 1 `

λ1u
OL
j `λ2u

Au
j ă 0. If neither party’s incentive constraint binds for some signal

π, the sender could increase some pj ă 1 to increase his payoff, and so π must
not be an optimum. We know there is some pj ă 1 because of our assumption
that

ř

j µju
i
j ă 0 for each party i. Since neither agent is willing to adopt at the

prior, and a signal with only one outcome yields a posterior that equals the prior,
there is no signal that will make them willing to adopt with probability 1. Thus
there are three cases for an optimal signal. Either both incentive constraints
bind, or only the OL’s does, or only the audience’s does.

Define the “audience-targeted” signal πAu to be the signal the sender would
show the audience in the benchmark where the opinion leader is not present,
and define pAuj “ πAuωj psAdoptq. Similarly define the “OL-targeted” signal πOL to
be the signal the sender would show the opinion leader if he only cared about
maximizing the probability she adopted, and define pOLj “ πOLωj psAdoptq. One
result is immediate: if πOL is incentive compatible for the audience, then πOL
is optimal for the sender, and similarly if πAu is incentive-compatible for the
opinion leader.

Proposition 4.2 If
řn
j“1 µjp

Au
j uOLj ě 0, the sender’s optimal signal is πAu.

If
řn
j“1 µjp

OL
j uAuj ě 0, the sender’s optimal signal is πOL.

Proof A signal is optimal if it maximizes the probability that both the opinion
leader and audience adopt. Suppose πAu is incentive-compatible for the opinion
leader. Then every time the signal outcome recommends adoption, both agents
adopt, and every time it recommends rejection, both reject. By definition of
πAu, there is no signal the sender can switch to that would cause the audience
to adopt with higher probability, and thus no signal can cause both agents to
adopt with higher probability than πAu would. The same applies when πOL is
incentive-compatible for the audience.

As a secondary result, we can also see that whenever the sender’s equilib-
rium signal π˚ leaves slack in the audience’s incentive constraint (i.e. whenever
ř

j µjp
˚
j u

Au
j ą 0 in equilibrium), it must hold that π˚ “ πOL.

Proposition 4.3 The audience earns positive surplus from the sender’s equi-
librium signal π˚ only if π˚ “ πOL.

Proof Suppose that the sender’s equilibrium signal π˚ satisfies
ř

µjp
˚
j u

Au
j ą 0.

Then we must have
ř

µjp
˚
j u

OL
j “ 0, since both constraints cannot be slack in
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equilibrium. Since π˚ is an optimum, we know that π˚ locally maximizes the
probability that the opinion leader adopts. And since the probability that the
opinion leader adopts sumjpjµj is linear in pj on its domain tppjq P r0, 1sn :
ř

µjp
˚
j u

OL
j ě 0u , any local optimum is a global optimum. Thus π˚ maximizes

the probability that the opinion leader adopts on the domain tppjq P r0, 1sn :
ř

µjp
˚
j u

OL
j ě 0u, and so by definition π˚ “ πOL.

Below I provide an example where the presence of the opinion leader does
not make the audience better off, and in equilibrium both agents’ constraints
bind.

Example 3 Suppose there are three states of the world, ω P tω1, ω2, ω3u dis-
tributed uniformly at random so that µ1 “ µ2 “ µ3 “ 1{3. This prior µ is
common knowledge to all agents.

Suppose uOL1 “ 2, uOL2 “ ´2, uOL3 “ ´1, and uAu1 “ 2, uAu2 “ ´1, uAu3 “

´2.
By symmetry, we can see that the OL-targeted signal will not be incentive-

compatible for the audience to follow, and the audience-targeted signal will not
be incentive-compatible for the opinion leader to follow. Hence the sender’s
optimal signal must occur where both incentive constraints bind.

The sender’s problem is thus

max
pp1,p2,p3q

p1 ` p2 ` p3

subject to
2p1 ´ 2p2 ´ p3 “ 0 and 2p1 ´ p2 ´ 2p3 “ 0.

(where I have omitted the weights µ1, µ2, µ3 since the three probabilities are
equal here).

Subtracting one constraint from the other tells us that p2 “ p3. We can then
use either constraint to obtain p2 “ 2{3 “ p3.

The following graph depicts the OL’s incentive constraint as the blue plane,
and the audience’s incentive constraint as the red plane. The sender’s optimal
signal pp1, p2, p3q is marked by the light blue circle.
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Below I show the sender’s optimal point from a different angle, and also include
the sender’s associated indifference hyperplane p1 ` p2 ` p3 “ 7{3 in green.
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5 Discussion
In every setting considered here, we have seen that the presence of the opinion
leader makes the audience weakly better off. This may intuitively seem to be be-
cause the presence of the opinion leader restricts the set of incentive-compatible
signals the sender can choose from. However, this is not the case. For example,
Kolotilin (2018) observes that in a binary-state binary-action setting, giving an
agent additional private information can actually lower their expected utility
when it makes the sender’s choice of signal less informative. Thus, filtering the
sender’s signal through an opinion leader is a fail-safe way to improve audience
welfare in a way that increasing the audience’s private information is not.

The welfare analysis here is in part facilitated by the binary state space.
Because the sender’s optimal signal π˚ is identified by the posterior s˚ that
it targets, and the audience’s welfare is increasing in s˚, it is straightforward
to compare audience welfare across two regimes. With a larger state space,
however, optimal signals, as well as the definition of a “more informative” signal,
become more complicated, and so it is more difficult to compare equilibrium
signals across regimes. In the extension to a general finite state space here, I
assume that the preferences of the audience and opinion leader are deterministic
in order to aid tractability. However, it would be interesting to see if the results
discussed here apply to a model with a general state space in which the opinion
leader and audience have private preferences.

In constructing the binary-state model, I implicitly assumed that both the
opinion leader and audience strictly preferred to adopt in state 1 and reject in
state 0. That assumption, or at least one like it, is in fact necessary for these
results to hold. If the opinion leader instead preferred to reject in state 1 and
adopt in state 0, while the audience prefers adopt in state 1 and reject in state
0, the opinion leader’s presence can instead make the audience weakly worse
off. For example, if the opinion leader isn’t willing to adopt without seeing
some information that the state is 0, and the audience isn’t willing to adopt
without seeing some information that the state is 1, no communication between
the sender and audience is possible. This makes the audience weakly worse off
than they are in the benchmark where the sender can communicate with them
directly. In moving to three dimensions, this implicit preference alignment is
lost, and it is not clear if it is possible to replace it.

Finally, all of the binary-state results in this paper still hold if we relax
the assumption that all agents share a common prior belief µ. If the audience
and opinion leader are allowed to vary in their beliefs µAu, µOL, as well as
their preferences zOL, zAu, the agent’s preferences will be identical to a model
in which all agents share a common prior. I prove this claim in the following
proposition.

Proposition 5.1 For any agent type zi, µ
i, the type’s preferences are iden-

tical to an agent with type z1i, µ for some z1i P p0, 1q, for all zi P p0, 1q, i P
tOL,Auu, µ1 P p0, 1q, µ P p0, 1q.

Proof When the agent has prior µi and switching cost zi, they will adopt after
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seeing a trial outcome s˚ if only if π1ps
˚
qµi

π1ps˚qµi`π0ps˚qp1´µiq
ě zi. We can rewrite

this as π1ps˚qµi ě zipπ1ps
˚qµi`π0ps

˚qp1´µiqq, and again as p1´ziqπ1ps˚qµi ě
ziπ0ps

˚qp1 ´ µiq, and again as p1´ziqzi

µi

1´µi ě
π0ps

˚
q

π1ps˚q
. Thus the agent’s behavior

in equilibrium will be to adopt if and only if p1´ziqzi

µi

1´µi ě
π0ps

˚
q

π1ps˚q
. Choose z1i “

µ
1´µ

p1´ziq

zi

µi

1´µi
`

µ
1´µ

, note that by construction neither z1i nor p1´z1iq are negative, nor

are they equal to 0 or 1, so we have z1i P p0, 1q. Rewriting their utility function
as before, we can see that an agent with type z1i, µ will adopt in equilibrium if
and only if p1´z

1
iq

z1i

µ
1´µ ě

π0ps
˚
q

π1ps˚q
. Finally observe that p1´ziq

zi

µi

1´µi “
p1´z1iq
z1i

µ
1´µ

by construction of z1i. Thus the agent with type z1i, µ has the same equilibrium
behavior as with type zi, µi.

Since the proposition holds for an arbitrary choice of parameters, we lose no
generality in assuming that agents differ only in their adoption cost zi, and that
all agents share the prior µ.

6 Conclusion
Oftentimes, the evidence that consumers base their decisions on is passed on
through observational learning. This describes many instances of word-of-mouth
marketing, and is notably common in pharmaceutical marketing. In the medical
community, there have been concerns raised that the presence of opinion leaders,
or their relationships with pharmaceutical firms, may harm the knowledge that
their audiences have access to. Here I have laid out a simple model of informa-
tion production and dissemination, and shown that the presence of the opinion
leader cannot make the audience worse off in equilibria, and furthermore this
holds even if there is collusion between the firm and opinion leader. Notably,
it is possible for collusion between the firm and opinion leader to harm audi-
ence welfare, but it is also possible for information-sharing between the opinion
leader and firm to make the audience better off in expectation. In the mod-
els of collusion presented here, transparency does nothing to improve audience
welfare. This suggests that regulations aimed at improving transparency may
not result in more informative trials being conducted. I show that all of the
above results hold even if agents do not share a common prior belief. Finally,
I have examined an alternate model with a general finite state space, where
the preferences of opinion leader and audience are no longer private knowledge,
where I show that the presence of the opinion leader makes the audience strictly
better off only when the sender’s optimal signal maximizes the probability that
the opinion leader adopts. Otherwise, the presence of the opinion leader has no
effect on audience welfare.
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